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The oPTics of AnAToMy AnD lighT

A Studio-based Investigation of the Construction of Anatomical Images
Nina Sellars
As anatomical images of the human body increasingly circulate in the current visual and media culture, they not only belong within the domain of scientific enquiry but also exist in a creative field that helps to further define our human identity. The context for my research is provided by a contemporary investment in what we may term "the anatomical gaze"; one that reaches beyond the strictly defined discipline of anatomy. However, in this research I consider anatomical images at their inception to explore the role light plays in defining the anatomical gaze. The magnification of sight and intensification of light enabled by various technological advancements have allowed us to see what previously remained invisible in the anatomical body. But, more importantly, these technical developments have also provided us with new ways of conceptualizing these recently discovered bodily structures and their representations. For this reason in this research I position anatomy as a topic that should not be, and in reality cannot be, insulated from cultural concerns. My studio-based research is comprised of a series of art installations that hybridize old and new optical technologies in ways that expose slippages and meeting points between different ways of visualizing anatomy.
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